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INTRODUCTION 
 

Legend 
 

In this document the following colour code has been used to differentiate the 

data (what is known), the operations (procedures that must be executed to 

obtain the result) and the solutions (what is sought): 

 

 

  Black or White DATA 

  Blue OPERATIONS 

  Red SOLUTIONS 

    

    

 

 ACCESS TO SOLIDWORKS SOLUTION 

FILE  

 

 
 ACCESS TO SOLUTION FILE IN STEP 

FORMAT 

 

 

 ACCESS TO THE VIDEO RECORDING 

OF THE PROCEDURE  

 

 

  

Instructions for reading the graphics: 
BLACK COLOR = Fixed elements (they do not move or transform). 

RED COLOR = Variable elements (those that modify their position in the space after the 

data is entered based on the fixed elements). 

BLUE COLOR = Elements that contain the construction data.  
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Tangency between solids of Revolution 

 

General concept 

Tangency 

 

Two bodies of revolution are tangent when they share the same tangent plane 

and a point. 

 

Bi-tangency 

 

Two bodies of revolution are bi-tangent when they are tangent and their axes 

are cut. 

 

Methods for resolving tangency relations 

 

There are different methods to solve tangency relations. The method used will 

depend on the initial conditions.  

The methods used in this document are: 

1. SUBSTITUTION method. It is based on the following sequence of 

substitutions: 

a. Substitution of the solid by an inscribed sphere. 

b. Substitution of the sphere by a plane tangent to it and a point 

(the point of tangency must be on the surface of the solid to be 

replaced). 

2. PROJECTION method. It is applied in case the direction of the axis of a 

CYLINDER is known. The result of the tangency is visible in the projection 

of the assembly in a plane perpendicular to the direction of the axis of 

the cylinder. 

3. SECTION method. It is applied when the axes of the solids intersect. The 

tangency occurs in the plane defined by the axes of revolution. 

4. EXTENSION method. It is applied when the radius of the generating 

sphere of the solid is known. The area of space where the centres of the 

spheres that generate the solid will be delimited by the expansion of the 

other solids in the radius of the generating sphere. 

5. APPROXIMATION method by RELATIONS between solids. It is applied 

using the relations between the parts that are provided by the CAD 

software. It partially solves the problem facilitating its modelling. Then, it 

is necessary to continue with the resolution by using at least one of the 

first 4 methods.  

https://youtu.be/nCiEGvAsAWk
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TANGENT PLANE TO A SOLID OF REVOLUTION 

  

 

27 Plane tangent to a sphere  

 

 

GRAPHIC LEGEND 
PLANO DIAMETRAL = DIAMETRAL PLANE 

PLANO TANGENTE = TANGENT PLANE 

  
    

Construction: 

1. Draw a sphere radius SR. 

2. Create plane  perpendicular to SR (the plane could be defined 

by two lines t1and t2. In this case SR must be perpendicular to 

each one of them). 

 

 

 

  

https://www.dropbox.com/s/beepobioxlokqno/ESFERA_PLANO.SLDPRT?dl=0
https://youtu.be/lluoYYOltY4
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 28 Plane tangent to a cone 

 

 

GRAPHIC LEGEND 
PERFIL CONO = CONE PROFILE 

PLANO TANGENTE = TANGENT PLANE 

  
 

    

Construction: 

1. Draw a sphere radius SR perpendicular to the generatrix g1. 

2. Create plane  perpendicular to SR (the plane could be defined 

by g1 and any other line s. In this case SR must be perpendicular to 

each one of them). 

  

https://www.dropbox.com/s/49fk91o5n492lwx/CONO_PLANO.SLDPRT
https://youtu.be/GGDBQOyaziM
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29 Plane tangent to a torus 

 

GRAPHIC LEGEND 
DIAMETRAL = diametral plane 

PLANO TANGENTE = TANGENT PLANE 

  
    

Procedure: 

1. Draw a sphere radius SR. 

2. Create a diametral plane containing SR and er. 

3. Create the plane perpendicular to SR (this plane should be defined by two 

lines t1 and t2. In this case SR must be perpendicular to each one of them). 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/nez7fd0fu8tecic/TORO_PLANO.SLDPRT
https://youtu.be/7WIX6wIhigE
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METHOD 1: SUSTITUTION 

 

SPHERE 

30 Tangency between spheres 

 

 
GRAPHIC LEGEND 
plano diametral = diametral plane 

  
 

Procedure: 

1. Draw the radius SR1 and SR2 being coincident at T. 

2. Create the plane perpendicular to SR1 and SR2. 

 

 

 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/gk73w3fpc4vwn4f/TANGENCIA ENTRE ESFERAS.SLDPRT?dl=0
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 Simplification without a tangent plane 

 

GRAPHIC LEGEND 
colineal = collinear 

  
    

Procedure: 

1. Draw the radius SR1 and SR2, being collinear and sharing point T. 

 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/8tcc1xmpqz0u3pj/TANGENCIA ENTRE ESFERAS_sin plano tangente.SLDPRT?dl=0
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31 Simplification with a solid sphere 

 V1 with tangent plane 

 

 

GRAPHIC LEGEND 
tangente a = tangent to 

  
     

    

Procedure: 

1. Create the point T on the Surface of the solid sphere Sph1. 

2. Create the plane  tangent to the sphere Sph1 at point T. 

3. Draw the sphere radius SR2 ending at point T and perpendicular  

to the plane  

https://www.dropbox.com/home/GEOMETRIA_TEORIA/superficies?preview=TANGENCIA+ENTRE+ESFERAS_con+esfera+s%C3%B3lida1.SLDPRT
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V2 normal to a surface 

 

 

  
    

Procedure: 

1. Create the point T on the surface of the solid sphere Sph1. 

2. Draw the sphere radius SR2 ending at point T and normal to Sph1 

 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/o3wnqwl0q7y0gsr/TANGENCIA ENTRE ESFERAS_con esfera s%C3%B3lida2.SLDPRT?dl=0
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V3 alignment with the centre 

 

 

GRAPHIC LEGEND 
coincidente con = coincident with 

  

 

Procedure: 

1. Draw point T on the surface of the solid sphere Sph1. 

2. Draw the sphere radius SR2 ending at point T and coincident with  

the centre O1. 

 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/20fio1mqta2s4ul/TANGENCIA ENTRE ESFERAS_con esfera s%C3%B3lida3.SLDPRT?dl=0
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CONE 

32 Tangency between a cone and sphere 

 

 

  
    

Procedure: 

1. Draw the sphere radius SR1 perpendicular to the generatrix g1 at point 

 T. 

2. Create the plane  containing point T and being perpendicular to SR1. 

3. Draw the sphere radius SR2 ending at point T and perpendicular to the plane  
 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/yfztz5k6felzshb/TANGENCIA ENTRE ESFERA Y CONO.SLDPRT?dl=0
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Simplification without a tangent plane 

 

  
    

Procedure: 

1. Draw the sphere radius SR1 perpendicular to the generatrix g1 at point T. 

2. Draw the sphere radius SR2 ending at point T and being collinear with SR1 

 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/f3vwum1y9ce1luk/TANGENCIA ENTRE ESFERA Y CONO_sin plano tangente.SLDPRT?dl=0
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33 Simplification with a solid sphere 

 

 

  
  

Procedure: 

 

1. Create the point T on the surface of the solid sphere Sph1. 

2. Create the plane tangent to the sphere Sph1 at point T. 

3. Draw the sphere radius SR1 perpendicular to the generatrix g1 at  

point T and perpendicular to plane  
 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/ajg4hp4y297ddzr/TANGENCIA ENTRE ESFERA Y CONO_con esfera s%C3%B3lida.SLDPRT?dl=0
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 Without a tangent plane 

 

 

  
    

Procedure: 

 

1. Create the point T on the surface of the solid sphere Sph1. 

2. Draw the sphere radius SR1 perpendicular to the generatrix g1 at point T and 

normal to the surface of Sph1. 

 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/oomdh2arbrw08en/TANGENCIA ENTRE ESFERA Y CONO_con esfera s%C3%B3lida_sin plano tangente.SLDPRT?dl=0
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34 Simplification with a solid cone 

 

 

GRAPHIC LEGEND 
tangente a = tangent to 

  
    

Procedure: 

 

1. Create the point T on the surface of the solid cone con1. 

2. Create the plane at point T and tangent to con1. 

3. Draw the sphere radius SR1 ending at point T and being perpendicular to  

 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/shuz6r90nhcpsyu/TANGENCIA ENTRE ESFERA Y CONO_con con cono s%C3%B3lido.SLDPRT?dl=0
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Without tangent plane 

 

 
GRAPHIC LEGEND 
normal a con1 = normal to con1 

coincidente con P = coincident with P 

 
    

Procedure: 

 

1. Create the point T on the surface of the solid cone con1. 

2. Option 1: Draw the sphere radius SR1 ending at point T and perpendicular  

to con1 
3. Option 2: Draw the sphere radius SR1 ending at point T, perpendicular  

to g1 and coincident with point P. 

 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/1y0yztkkudcqqq3/TANGENCIA ENTRE ESFERA Y CONO_con con cono s%C3%B3lido_sin plano tangente.SLDPRT?dl=0
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35 Tangency between cones 

 

 
    

Procedure: 

 

1. Draw SR1 perpendicular to g1 and containing point T. 

2. Create the plane perpendicular to SR1 at T. 

3. Draw SR2 perpendicular to g2 containing point T and perpendicular to . 

 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/yeuh0htlsiogm5z/TANGENCIA ENTRE CONOS.SLDPRT?dl=0
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Simplification without tangent plane 

 

GRAPHIC LEGEND 
en T = at T 

coincidente con P = coincident with P 

    
    

Procedure: 

 

1. Draw SR2 perpendicular to g1 and to g2 ending at point T and containing  

point P. 

(It is also possible to draw SR1 from point P to T and make SR1 collinear  

with SR2) 

 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/x919rw36btgyofq/TANGENCIA ENTRE CONOS_SIN PLANO TANGENTE.SLDPRT?dl=0
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36 Tangency between cones with one cone being solid 

 

 

GRAPHIC LEGEND 

tangente a con1 en T = tangent to con1 at T 

    

    

Procedure: 

1. Create point T on the surface of the solid cone con1. 

2. Create the plane tangent to con1 on T. 

3. Draw SR2 being perpendicular to g2 at point T and perpendicular to . 

 

 

 

 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/e7ow66pzdn8qm9q/TANGENCIA ENTRE CONOS_con un cono s%C3%B3lido.SLDPRT?dl=0
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Simplification with a solid cone and without a tangent plane v1 

 

 

GRAPHIC LEGEND 

en T y coincidente con P = at T and coincident with P 

    

 

Procedure: 

 

1. Draw SR2 perpendicular to g1 and g2 at point T and coincident with P. 

(It is also possible to draw SR1 from point P to T and make it collinear  

with SR2) 

 

 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/e7ow66pzdn8qm9q/TANGENCIA ENTRE CONOS_con un cono s%C3%B3lido.SLDPRT?dl=0
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Simplification with a solid cone without a tangent plane v2 

 

 
GRAPHIC LEGEND 

y coincidente con P = and coincident with P 

     

 

Procedure: 

 

1. Draw SR2 perpendicular to g2 at point T, normal to con1   

and coincident with P. 

(It is also possible to draw SR1 from point P to T and make it collinear with SR2) 

 

 

  

https://www.dropbox.com/home/GEOMETRIA_TEORIA/superficies?preview=TANGENCIA+ENTRE+CONOS_con+un+cono+s%C3%B3lido_sin+plano+tangente2.SLDPRT
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37 Bi-tangency between two cones 

 

GRAPHIC LEGEND 

y coincidente con P = and coincident with P 

  

 

NOTE: Two solids of revolution are bi-tangent when they are tangent and their axes 

intersect (i.e. point O). 

 

 

Construction: 

1. Draw e1 and e2 intersecting at point O. 

2. Draw g1 and g2 intersecting at point T. 

3. Create the plane with lines g1 and g2. 

4. Draw SR1=SR2 from point O to T (SR1and SR2 are coincident at T) and  

perpendicular to . 

 

 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/ganazuh5nqibiz6/BITANGENCIA ENTRE CONOS.SLDPRT?dl=0
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TORUS 

  

38 Tangency between a torus and a sphere 

 
GRAPHIC LEGEND 

coincidente con P = coincident with P 

 
 

 

Procedure: 

1. Draw SR1 ending at point T on the surface of the sphere. 

2. Create the plane perpendicular to SR1 at T. 

3. Draw SR2 ending at T, being perpendicular to  and coincident with P. 

(The coincidence with P defines a plane  which contains the lines  

SR2 and er). 

 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/f70mvntcw2yvogt/TANGENCIA TORO Y ESFERA.SLDPRT?dl=0
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Simplification without a tangent plane 

 

 
 

Procedure: 

 

1. Draw SR1 ending at point T on the surface of the sphere. 

2. Draw SR2 containing point T, being coincident with P and collinear with SR1. 

(The coincidence with P defines a plane  which contains the lines  

SR2 and er). 

 

 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/a8qlrwc1c7mlwgi/TANGENCIA TORO Y ESFERA_sin plano tangente.SLDPRT?dl=0
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39 Simplification with a solid sphere 

 

GRAPHIC LEGEND 

coincidente con P = coincident with P 

tangente a = tangent to 

 
  

 

Procedure: 

 

1. Create point T on the surface of the sphere Sph1. 

2. Create the plane  at T and tangent to Sph1. 

3. Draw SR2 ending at T, coincidentwith P and perpendicular to . 

(The coincidence with P defines the plane  which contains the lines  

SR2 and er). 

 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/tshf0cv6qy1hyw8/TANGENCIA TORO Y ESFERA_con esfera s%C3%B3lida.SLDPRT?dl=0
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Without a tangent plane 

 
GRAPHIC LEGEND 

coincidente con P = coincident with P 

 

 
 

Procedure: 

 

1. Create the point T on the surface of the sphere Sph1. 

2. Draw SR2 ending at T and being coincidentwith P and O1.  

(It could be also solved replacing the coincidence with O1 with a 

perpendicular relation with the surface of the sphere Sph1). 

(The coincidence with P defines a plane  which contains the 

lines SR2 and er). 
  

https://www.dropbox.com/s/r1duyl4whtje3it/TANGENCIA TORO Y ESFERA_con esfera s%C3%B3lida_sin polano tangente.SLDPRT?dl=0
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40 Tangency between a torus and a cone 

 

 

GRAPHIC LEGEND 

definido por = defined by 

 

 

 

Construction: 

 

1. Draw SR1 ending at point T on the surface of the torus. 

2. Create the plane defined by SR1 and er. 

(It is possible to skip drawing plane making SR1 and er coplanar  

By creating an intersection point P between both lines). 

3. Create the plane perpendicular to SR1 at point T. 

4. Draw SR2 ending at point T, perpendicular to g2 and perpendicular to . 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/cbhqivxfx9u4tnv/TANGENCIA CONO Y TORO.SLDPRT?dl=0
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41 Simplification with a solid cone 

 

 

GRAPHIC LEGEND 

tangente a = tangent to 

definido por = defined by 

     

Procedure: 

1. Create the point T on the surface of the solid cone con1. 

2. Create the plane  at point T and being tangent to cone con1. 

3. Draw SR1 ending at point T and perpendicular to . 

4. Create the plane defined by SR1 and er. 

(It is possible to skip drawing plane making SR1 and er coplanar by 

creating an intersection point P common to both lines). 

 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/3a8frga7dzasbex/TANGENCIA TORO Y CONO_con cono s%C3%B3lido.SLDPRT?dl=0
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 Without tangent plane  

 

 
GRAPHIC LEGEND 

normal a = normal to 

definido por = defined by 

      
 

Procedure: 

1. Create the point T on the surface of the solid cone con1. 

2. Draw SR2 ending at point T and being perpendicular to the 

surface of con1. 

3. Create the plane defined by SR1 and er. 

(It is possible to skip drawing plane making SR1 and er coplanar by 

creating an intersection point P common to both lines). 
  

https://www.dropbox.com/s/vhz9rrjy57nhma2/TANGENCIA TORO Y CONO_con cono s%C3%B3lido_sin plano tangente.SLDPRT?dl=0
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 42 Simplification with a solid torus  

 

 
GRAPHIC LEGEND 

tangente a T = tangent to 

    
 

Construction: 

 

1. Create the point T on the surface of the solid torus TOR. 

2. Create the plane  tangent to TOR at point T. 

3. Draw SR1 ending at point T, perpendicular to g1 and perpendicular to . 

 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/u0prdsogpxa05qn/TANGENCIA TORO Y CONO_con toro s%C3%B3lido.SLDPRT?dl=0
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43 Simplification of the bi-tangency between a torus and a cone 

 

 

    
 

 

NOTE: The bi-tangency between a torus and a cone or a cylinder is based on the 

matching of a sphere inscribed in the cone (or the cylinder) with a sphere inscribed in 

the torus. This common sphere to both solids must have its centre at the intersection of 

the circular axis of the torus and the axis of revolution of the cone and the radius SR 

must be equal to the radius of the sphere inscribed in the torus. 

 

 

Procedure: 

1. Create the point O, intersection point between the circular axis of the torus ec 

and the revolution axis of the cone er. 

2. Draw SR1 from point O to T perpendicular to g1. 

3. Draw SR2 from ec to the surface of the torus. 

4. Match the length of SR1 and SR2. 

 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/8k81u5vw7s3baha/BITANGENCIA TORO Y CONO_simplificaci%C3%B3n.SLDPRT?dl=0
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 44 Tangency between torus 

 

 
GRAPHIC LEGEND 

coincidente con = coincident with 

    
  

 

Procedure: 

 

1. Draw SR1 ending at point T on the surface of toro1 and being coincident with 

point P. 

2. Create the plane  perpendicular to SR1 at T. 

3. Draw SR2 ending at point T, coincident with point Q and perpendicular to . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

https://www.dropbox.com/s/4tvqfmavqe3sgbk/TANGENCIA ENTRE TOROS.SLDPRT?dl=0
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 Simplification without a tangent plane 

  
GRAPHIC LEGEND 

coincidente con = coincident with 

colineal con = collinear with 

    
  

 

Procedure: 

 

1. Draw SR1 ending at point T on the surface of the torus toro1 and being 

coincident with P. 

2. Draw SR2 ending at point T, coincident with point Q and collinear with SR1. 

 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/fxj2d8tivqsqi27/TANGENCIA ENTRE TOROS_sin plano tangente.SLDPRT?dl=0
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CILINDER 

45 Simplification in the bi-tangency between cylinders 

 

 

      

 

Procedure: 

 

1. Create the point I intersection between the axis of both cylinders. 

2. Match the radius SR1and SR2 of the cylinders. 

 

 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/kv6sw431y5soflc/BITANGENCIA ENTRE CILINDROS.SLDPRT?dl=0
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46 Simplification in the bi-tangency between the torus and the cylinder 

 

 

 

    

 

Procedure: 

 

1. Create the point I intersection between the circular axis of 

the torus ec and the revolution axis of the cylinder e2. 

2. Match the radius SR1 of the torus and the radius SR2 of the 

cylinder. 
  

https://www.dropbox.com/home/GEOMETRIA_TEORIA/superficies?preview=BITANGENCIA+CILINDRO+TORO.SLDPRT
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PARTICULAR CASES 
 

47 Connection between torus by a circular base 

 

GRAPHIC LEGEND 

definido por = defined by 

   
 

NOTE: In order to connect two torus at the same circle, it is necessary 

that the circle by which they connect and the two axes of revolution be 

coplanar. 

 

Procedure: 

1. Create the point I intersection between the circular axis ec1 

and ec2. The two circular axes should not have any other 

intersection point. 

2. Create the plane defined by er1, er2 and I. 

3. Create the circle c with centre at I on plane . 

 
  

https://www.dropbox.com/s/9llcvxhn1wizxny/CONEXION ENTRE TOROS POR UNA BASE CIRCULAR.SLDPRT?dl=0
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48 Connection between a torus and a sphere by a circle 

 

GRAPHIC LEGEND 

definido por = defined by 

tangent a = tangent to 

   

NOTE: If a sphere and a torus are to be connected by the same circle, it 

is necessary to ensure that the circle is the generator of the torus (it must 

be coplanar with its axis of revolution) and that it is located on the 

surface of the sphere (the perpendicular line to the plane of the circle 

from its centre must be coincident with the centre of the sphere). 

 

Procedure: 

1. Create the circle c and the radius SR2 of the torus, starting 

the latter at one of the points of the circular axis ec. 

2. Make the plane of the circle coincident with er. 

3. Draw from the centre of the sphere the radius SR1 to one of 

the points of the circle c. 

4. Draw on plane  the tangent line to the circular axis ec from 

the centre of the circle c and make it coincident with the 

centre of the sphere. 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/m5jmuxangt0hqzp/CONEXION ENTRE TORO Y ESFERA POR UNA BASE CIRCULAR.SLDPRT?dl=0
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49 Simplification with a solid sphere 

 

 
GRAPHIC LEGEND 

definido por = defined by 

tangent a = tangent to 

    

 

Procedure: 

 

1. Create the circle c on the surface of the sphere Sph. 

2. Make the plane  of the circle c coincident with er. 

  

https://www.dropbox.com/s/m5jmuxangt0hqzp/CONEXION ENTRE TORO Y ESFERA POR UNA BASE CIRCULAR.SLDPRT?dl=0
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Method 2: PROJECTION 
 

Tangency when the direction of the axis of the cylinder is known 

  
GRAPHIC LEGEND 

a la dirección de = to direction of 

proyección del controno aparente del cono = apparent contour projection 

tangentes a la proyección del cono = tangents to the projection of the cone 

dirección de = direction of 

    
   

 

Procedure: 

1. Create a plane  perpendicular to the direction of e1. 

2. Project on plane the contour of the other solid(s) to those which the 

cylinder is tangent.  

3. Create the circle c (projection of the cylinder on plane ) tangent to the 

contours of other projected solid(s). 

. 

 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/ezy8eyg1ce71uda/TANGENCIA CUANDO ES CONOCIDA LA DIRECCI%C3%93N DEL EJE DEL CILINDRO.SLDPRT?dl=0
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Method 3: SECTION. TANGENCY BETWEEN REVOLUTION SOLIDS WHIT 

COPLANAR AXES  

  

Two cones 

 

GRAPHIC LEGEND 

definido por = defined by 

    

Procedure: 

1. Create the plane  defined by e1 and e2. 

2. Create on plane  the generatrixes g1 and g2 being coincident. 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/ams2fqb3jr1iab1/TANGENCIA ENTRE CONOS DE EJES COPLANARIOS.SLDPRT?dl=0
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Cone and torus 
 

 

GRAPHIC LEGEND 

definido por = defined by 

  

Procedure: 

1. Create the plane  defined by er and e. 

2. Create on plane  the generatrix g1 and the generatrix g2 of the cone. 

3. Create on the plane  the circles c1 and c2 of the torus (which must be 

symmetrical about er) tangent to the generatrixes of the cone g1 and g2. 

 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/jfilmcg5q61wye9/TANGENCIA ENTRE CONO Y TORO DE EJES COPLANARIOS.SLDPRT?dl=0
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Method 4: EQUIDISTANCE (GEOMETRIC PLACES). TANGENCY WHEN THE 

RADIUS OF THE GENERATOR SPHERE IS KNOWN. 

 Sphere 

 

GRAPHIC LEGEND 

cilindro equidistante = equidistance cylinder 

cono equidistante = equidistance cone 

en la intersección de las superficies ampliadas = at the intersection of the extended surfaces 

    

Procedure: 

 

1. Create the extended surfaces (equidistant to the solids or planes  

to which the sphere must be tangent) at the distance of the sphere  

radius SR. 

2. Obtain the intersection curve of the extended surfaces. 

3. Place the centre of the sphere O at the intersection point of these  

curves. 

 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/lxos8ph4gl23ib6/TANGENCIA CUANDO ES CONOCIDO EL RADIO DE ESFERA GENERADORA _ESFERA.SLDPRT?dl=0
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Cylinder 

 

GRAPHIC LEGEND 

cilindro equidistante en = equidistance cylinder at 

cono equidistante en = equidistance cone at 

tangente a las superficies ampliadas = tangent to the extended surfaces 

   

Procedure: 

 

1. Create the extended surfaces (equidistant to the solids or planes to  

which the cylinder must be tangent) at the distance of the radius  

of the cylinder SR. 

2. Create the revolution axis of the cylinder e tangent to the extended 

surfaces. 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/kafgo4iufez77j4/TANGENCIA CUANDO ES CONOCIDO EL RADIO DE ESFERA GENERADORA _CILINDRO.SLDPRT?dl=0
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For a torus 

 

GRAPHIC LEGEND 

cono ampliado en = extended cone at 

cilindro ampliado en = extended cylinder at 

tangente a las superficies ampliadas = tangent to the extended surfaces 

 

Constructi0n: 

1. Create the extended surfaces (equidistant to the solids or planes to which 

the torus must be tangent) at the distance of the radius of the  

torus SR. 

2. Create the circular axis of the torus ec tangent to the extended  

surfaces. 

  

https://www.dropbox.com/s/qodqmbpxx2winc4/TANGENCIA CUANDO ES CONOCIDO EL RADIO DE ESFERA GENERADORA _TORO.SLDPRT?dl=0
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LIMIT POSITIONS 

  

50 Limit generatrix  

(farther or closer to a plane) 

 

 

GRAPHIC LEGEND 

tangente = tangent 

 

    

Procedure: 

1. Create the tangents t1 and t2 to the base of the cone and parallels  

to the reference plane . 

2. Create the generatrixes g1 and g2 coincident with one point of the 

tangents t1and t2. 

 

Simplified Method: 

1. Create the generatrixes g1 and g2. 

2. Draw the line p which intersects g1, e and g2, and is perpendicular to  

the reference plane .  

https://www.dropbox.com/s/zji26turle9ynmu/GENERATRIZ LIMITE_cercana y lejana del PH.SLDPRT?dl=0
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51 Relation with a point (distance from point to surface) 

 

GRAPHIC LEGEND 

coincidente con = coincident with 

    

Procedure: 

 

1. Create the line d perpendicular to one generatrix g and coincident  

with P. 

 

NOTE: d also could be normal to the solid surface at one of its points 

(only to be applied when the solid is known). 

 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/ijnts0xcau5z6hg/DISTANCIA DE UN PUNTO A UNA SUPERFICIE.SLDPRT?dl=0
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52 Relation with a plane (distance from plane to surface) 

 

GRAPHIC LEGEND 

coincidente con = coincident with 

   

Procedure: 

1. Create the line d perpendicular to generatrix g, perpendicular 

to reference plane  and coincident with P. 

 

NOTE: Coincidence between d and P can be avoided making  

d normal to the solid surface at one of its points.  

(only to be applied when the solid is known). 

 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/bm4jhzoje10gnpg/DISTANCIA DE UN PLANO A UNA SUPERFICIE.SLDPRT?dl=0
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53 Relation with a line (distance from line to surface) 

 

GRAPHIC LEGEND 

coincidente con = coincident with 

    

Procedure: 

 

1. Create the line d perpendicular to generatrix g, perpendicular 

to reference line r and coincident with P. 

 

NOTE: Coincidence between d and P can be avoided making  

d normal to the solid surface at one of its points.  

(only to be applied when the solid is known). 

 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/zz3i2aozovu6yfh/DISTANCIA DE UNA RECTA A UNA SUPERFICIE.SLDPRT?dl=0
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54 Limit point of a section 
(farther or closer to a plane) 

 

GRAPHIC LEGEND 

tangente a = tangent to 

definido por = defined by 

 
NOTE: The method is based on the fact that the limit points of the conic 

sections of a solid of revolution must be at the intersection of a plane 

tangent to the solid and the plane that produces the section. 

Procedure: 

1. Draw the line t on the section plane  and parallel to the 

reference plane  (plane from which it can be far or close). 

2. From point T on line t draw a generatrix g of the solid of 

revolution.  

3. Create the plane  defined by t and g. 

4. Force plane  to be tangent to the cone (it could be done 

with the radius of an inscribed sphere in the cone or making 

the plane tangent to the circular base c of the cone). 

  

https://www.dropbox.com/s/tyimu5tsar7z680/PUNTO L%C3%8DMITE DE UNA SECCI%C3%93N_mas alejado de PP.SLDPRT?dl=0
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Method 5: APPROACH BY RELATIONS BETWEEN PIECES 
 

This one may be the method that most closely resembles the design process of 

a set of pieces. 

The design process usually begins with the definition of the needs that the new 

product must fulfil and its limitations. Both are usually a combination of 

economic, functional and aesthetic aspects. The set of needs and limitations is 

usually known by the name of the "requirements" or the "design requirement. 

The "design requirements" are incorporated to the process by different actors, 

among which are members of the contracting company and/or the 

contracted company itself, among others. 

The design team must actively participate in the early stages of the design and 

evaluate the requirements since it is responsible of defining all aspects of the 

design in order to meet the ‘’design requirement’’. 

In general, the design of a product that has to end up satisfying multiple parties 

is carried out intermittently, iteratively and by successive approximations. Which 

is translated into the existence of a first draft version to which, in the successive 

phases, concreteness is added. Each of the phases must be approved by the 

actors involved in the design. In the end, the result should be described 

quantitatively. That is to say, exact composition of the materials, sizes of the 

pieces that compose it, surface roughness, weight, tensile, pressure resistance 

etc. 

CAD assisted design programs facilitate the design process and thus the 

phased approach to the final result. 

When the bodies with which we are working to obtain a final result are based 

on regular or semi-regular polyhedra and solids of revolution, the CAD tool is 

likely to help us to solve a part of the problems. If we look at the objects that 

surround us, we can easily observe that most of them consist of different 

combinations of regular or semi-regular polyhedra and solids of revolution. 

The approximation method for solids of revolution is based on the fact that 

these solids are always regular and therefore the capabilities of the CAD 

program can be applied to partially solve the conditions imposed on the 

requirements. From this first step, are the skills and knowledge of the people 

involved in the design that guarantees the expected quantitative final result. 
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